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(1) F does not contain a non-Abelian free subgroup; (2) F is not amenable.
The first conjecture was solved with an affirmative answer by Brin and Squier [5] , but it is still unknown whether or not F is amenable. However, we remarked in [12] that F is inner amenable: this means that there exists an inner invariant mean on the algebra 1°°{F -{e}), i.e. a mean m which is invariant under the action
{x • f)(y) = /(x-^yx).
Indeed, if a; is a free ultrafilter on N, then the linear functional 771 on l°°(F -{e}) given by^ Inner amenability was defined by E.G. Effros in [10] where he observed that if G is an ice group (i.e. all non trivial conjugacy classes of G are infinite) and if the factor L(G) has property gamma of Murray and von Neumann (see below), then G is inner amenable.
Here we prove that the factors associated with F and with some of its subgroups have a stronger property: they are McDuff factors^ which means that each such factor M is isomorphic to its tensor product M 0 R with the hyperfinite type Hi factor R. It turns out that the latter property is equivalent to the existence of pairs of non commuting non trivial central sequences in M (see [13] ), hence the title of our article. This is a weak form of amenability because it follows from Corollary 7.2 of [8] that for every countable amenable ice group G, the associated factor L(G) is isomorphic to R. Before stating our main results, let us present some definitions:
In [3] , D. Bisch extended that property to pairs 1 € N C M, where N is a type Hi subfactor of M; so let us say that the pair N C M has the relative McDuff property if there exists an isomorphism $ of M onto M (g) R such that $(7V) = N 0 R. Now let F' denote the commutator subgroup of F-, it is known that F' is a simple group and that it consists in all elements of F that are trivial in neighbourhoods of 0 and 1 (notice that each element x in F fixes 0 and I): see [6] , Theorem 4.1. Let us also introduce the intermediate subgroup D consisting in all elements of F which are trivial on a neighbourhood of 1:
Then F' and D are ice groups, so that the von Neumann algebras L{F') and L(D) are type Hi factors. Notice that F = D xia Z, where the action a is defined by: a 71 (a;) = a^rr^ Va; € F. This will be used in the proof of:
Notice that even if F turned to be amenable, the above theorem is still of interest, because D. Bisch gave in [4] Theorem B is a particular case of Theorem 1 of [15] : the latter states that if M is a type Hi factor such that the tensor product M 0 B of M with the type loo factor B admits a one parameter group (0s)seR scaling the trace of M(g)B, i.e. Tr o0s = e~8 Tr for every s G R, then there exists a map a having properties (2)-(5) above. The proof uses the structure theorem for factors of type III and Connes-Takesaki duality theorem. However, if M is a McDuff factor, the one parameter group {0s)seR comes from a one parameter group (o-s)seR on the hyperfinite factor of type Hoc, and it seems interesting to give a proof in this special case avoiding type III factors techniques. In order to do that, we use the realization of the hyperfinite factor of type Hoc as the crossed product L°°(]R 2 ) xio, S'L(2,Z) given by P.-L. Aubert in [1] . This allows us to get an explicit description of the one parameter group (<7s)seKNotations. -Let M be a type Hi factor; we denote by tr its normal, normalized, faithful trace and by ||a||2 = tr(a*a)^ the associated Hilbertian norm. Let a; be a free ultrafilter on N. Then
is a closed two-sided ideal of the von Neumann algebra ^°°(N, M) and the corresponding quotient algebra is denoted by M^ (cf. [7] , [8] , [3] , [13] ). We will write [(a^)] = (an) + 1^ for the equivalence class of (a^) in M^, and we recall that M embeds naturally into M^, where the image of a € M is the class of the constant sequence On = a, Vn >_ 1. n->oo finally, a central sequence is trivial if it is equivalent to a scalar sequence, and a factor M has property gamma if it admits a non trivial central sequence.
Let now G be an ice (countable) group; let A denote the left regular representation of G on ^(G)
for all x,y e G and ^ e ^(G). The bicommutant A(G)" in the algebra of all linear, bounded operators on ^(G) is then a type Hi factor denoted by L(G), whose trace is
where 6e is the characteristic function of {e}. Recall finally that if H is a subgroup of G, then L(H) embeds into L(G) in a natural way.
Relative McDuff property.
Let M be a type Hi factor with separable predual and let 1 6 N be a subfactor of M. Theorem 3.1 of [3] states that the following properties are equivalent:
(2) the algebra M' H N^ is noncommutative; (3) for all ai,...,a^ € M, for every e > 0, there exist a type 1ŝ ubfactor B of N, with the same unit, and a system of matrix units (e^)i<zj<2 of B such that ||[aA;,e^]||2 < £ for all k = 1,... ,n and all
•=1,2.
We point out that in condition (2) et us say that the pair N C M has the relative McDuff property if it satisfies these conditions. (See also [13] .)
The aim of this section is to prove: Assume for instance that b > a, and let N > 1 be an integer such that b+2~N < d. Using Lemma 2.2, for every integer n > N, there exists Vn E F such that: 
X^En for every n > N. We get for these n: 
This implies that a and & belong to L{G)' H L(^f)^, which means that it is a noncommutative algebra. D
The next corollary proves the first half of Theorem 2.1:
-The pair L(F') c L(D) has the relative McDuff property.
Proof. -Given a finite subset E of P, there exists a positive integer N such that x(t) = t for t € [1 -2-^, 1]. Let F be the subgroup of all elements g C D such that ^) = ^ for t e [0,1 -2-^]. Clearly, F is contained in F f and in the centralizer of E. Moreover, F is non abelian because it is actually isomorphic to D. This proves the existence of the required pair ^, h G F to apply Proposition 2.4. D It is noticed in the introduction that F is isomorphic to the semidirect product group D XQ; Z; this implies that ^(J^) is spatially isomorphic to the crossed product L(D) Xo, Z, where a 771 = Ad(A(.r^)), Vm C Z. This fact plays a crucial role in the proof of the second half of Theorem 2.1, for which we need to recall the following definitions: Let M be a type II i factor and let 0 be an automorphism of M; then 0 is centrally trivial if one has for every central sequence (an)n>i lim ||0(0 -ajb = 0.
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If G is a countable group and if a is an action of G on M, then a is called centrally free if o^ ^ Ct(M) for every g E G -{e}.
The following proposition makes precise Lemma 5 of [2] , and it relies on the deep Theorem 8.5 of [14] , where the hypotheses are the same as ours: 
Moreover, there is a unique normal, faithful conditional expectation EN from M onto N such that
In particular, the trace tr on M is tr^y oE'^y and the coefficients a{g) of a are given by
a(g) = EN(au(g~1)).
This implies that \\a(g)\\ <, ||a|| Vp € G.
Let us prove first that for every finite subset E of G, for all ai,...,ayi G M such that ai{g) = 0 V( and V^ ^ £', and for every e > 0, there exist a type Is subfactor B of N and a system of matrix units (e^)i<zj^2 in 5 satisfying
We assume that ||aJ| < 1 \/l = 1,... ,n. By Theorem 8.5 of [14] , there exist a unitary a-cocycle v : G -> U{N) and a hyperfinite subfactor R of N such that
(3) \\Vg-l\\2^e/5\E\ ^geE.
Using (1), for every I = 1,... ,n and every g e G, there exists bi(g) in the *-algebra generated by R and R' D TV, with bi(g) = 0 for g ^ E, such that 11^(^)11 < 11^(^)11 < 1 and
\\bi(g)-ai(g)\\^M
oreover, since R is hyperfinite, there exist a type l2 subfactor B of R and a system of matrix units (e^j) in B such that ||[M^^]||2 ^ --, VZ.zj, and ^ e G.
£ 5"iE| Set bi = ^ bi(g)u(g). gCG
Then fix ^ € {1,..., n} and 1 < z,j < 2; we have
In order to estimate ||[^, e^]||2, observe that by (2) and (3) Proof. -We are going to use existence and uniqueness of a normal form for every non trivial element x C F (see [5] , p.369): x can be written in a unique way as In the geometrical realization of jF, ^ = 0(^), where 0 is the automorphism of F given by 0{x}(t) = 1 -a;(l -1). Then it can be proved that Zk € F', that Zk(t) = t for t > 2~k and that Q!(^O)(^O = ^fc+m for large k. Using the same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 2.7, this shows that a is centrally free.
Contractibility of unitary groups.
In the introduction, we noticed that the following result follows from Theorem 1 of [15] , but we think it interesting to give a proof avoiding type III factors techniques, and based on a clever realization of the hyperfmite factor of type lloo due to P.-L. Aubert [1] . We denote by a the associated action of F on A:
(X-y(a) =ao 7~1 Va 6 A, 7 € T.
Then set J?oo = A x^ F; it is proved in [1] that Roo is the hyperfmite factor of type Hoc with separable predual. Denote by EA the natural conditional expectation from Roo onto A. Then the semifinite trace Tr on (I?oo)+ is
Tr(x) = I EA(x)dp, \fx G fioo. One checks easily that a has the required properties (1)- (5). D BIBLIOGRAPHY
